THE WILLIAMS PRIZE ENTRY COVER SHEET

Williams Prize entries must be submitted in two ways in order to be considered for the competition:

1) paper copy to department (include cover sheet)
2) electronic version (submission registration and log in forms: https://lsaw.lib.lehigh.edu/index.php – [use LIN#]

Although your name and Lehigh Identification Number must appear on the cover sheet, only your Lehigh Identification Number must appear on each page of your paper entry. No names should appear on the paper entries themselves.

The cover sheet must accompany all paper entries. Failure to include the cover sheet or not to attach the cover sheet to each one of your entries will make your submission ineligible.

LEHIGH IDENTIFICATION NUMBER: ______________________
NAME (please print): ______________________________________
HOME ADDRESS (your permanent, off-campus, address): ______________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
LOCAL PHONE: ______________________________________
E-MAIL: ______________________________________
HOME PHONE: ______________________________________

WHICH CLASS WERE YOU IN WHEN THE ESSAY WAS WRITTEN? (CIRCLE ONE):
FRESHMAN   SOPHOMORE   JUNIOR   SENIOR

COURSE FOR WHICH THIS WAS WRITTEN: ______________________________________
INSTRUCTOR IN THAT COURSE: ______________________________________
TERM IN WHICH IT WAS WRITTEN: ______________________________________

CATEGORY OF SUBMISSION (CIRCLE ONE):

Essay Written in the First-Year Program (English 1, 2, 7, and 11)
Critical Essay Written by a First-Year Student not in the First-Year Program
Critical Essay Written by a Sophomore
Critical Essay Written by a Junior
Critical Essay Written by a Senior
Creative Writing: Poetry
Creative Writing: Fiction
Creative Writing: Non-Fiction

TITLE OF THIS ENTRY: ______________________________________

**Important:**
Do NOT use the real name of any person in your work

***Deadline for Williams Prize submissions: 2:00 p.m. on March 26, 2018***
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT ED LOTTO IN THE DEPT. OF ENGLISH AT X83097 OR EEL2